Paris. And they had servants enough to attend to all their needs.

Still, Sydney and his sisters remained aloof from Technical advances at a time when other people of means were enthusiastically acquiring modern luxuries. While Sydney was still a young man, his contemporary, Thomas Edison, had developed a complete system for distribution of electricity for light and power. It culminated in 1881 in the building in New York of the first central electric light power plant in the world. The Guggenheims did not equate such progress with gracious living. Gas lights still burned at 334 West 71st Street when Sydney, affected but little by the "Age of Edison," died on November 16, 1937.

Sydney's two sisters lived on in the old house. Without their brother to look after them, to escort them abroad and to musical events, and to bring his interesting and witty friends to visit, they gradually became recluses who clung to life-long habits. Laura was 68 when she died in 1945. Sarah lived for three more years and died at the age of ninety. At the time of their deaths, Sydney's old room was still the only one lighted by electricity. The rest of the large house remained a relic of the gaslight era.

Among members of his large and far-flung family, Sydney Guggenheimer was remembered for his kindness, his gentleness, his warm-hearted generosity. Poverty distressed him, and he did what he could throughout his lifetime to help those in need. Sydney made certain that his sisters would be well cared for after his death, and at the same time he also made provisions in his Will to continue his assistance to the needy of New York. To be sure that his desire to help others would be perpetuated, he created the Sydney A. Guggenheimer Memorial, to be administered by the New York Community Trust for charitable purposes.
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The New York Community Trust provides centralized management service, on a non-profit basis, for individual foundations and charitable trust funds. New York's major banks serve as trustees. Trustee for the Sydney A. Guggenheimer Memorial is The Chase Manhattan Bank.
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